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Kids are the most innocent beings on the planet yet most troublesome to handle as well. It is one of
the hard jobs to teach them something because the moment you start it, they will puzzle you with
numerous questions. Though parents cannot skip, it because if the toddlers do not learn anything
from their parents then it is next to impossible for others to teach them something. Kids find the
comfort zone only with their parents. Even if their parents do not tend to teach them anything, still
they learn many things. Before their education life starts, it is quite necessary to introduce them with
at least the world of alphabets. Many children tend to avoid learning alphabets, because they find it
something like do or die job, and also it slowly becomes a part of their everyday life. Like everything
has a way out, even there are some ways to teach the children alphabets but with a joyous manner.

1-Bed sheets with prints of alphabets are available in the market. Buy those bed-sheets for your
kids, so that they do not find the alphabets something from a different world when they you start
teaching them all the alphabets.

2-Children love to hear stories. When you tell them any story, use alphabets instead of the names of
the characters. This will help them to remember the alphabets.

3-Buy your child a good alphabet book that has many colors. The colors will help them to get
attracted to the book and with it they can learn or get familiar with the alphabets.

4-Cut a construction paper with the shape of â€œAâ€•. You can also make other alphabets with
construction papers and place them in your kidâ€™s room. You can also opt for the idea of hanging the
paper cuttings with the shape of alphabets in your kidâ€™s room. They will see them whenever they are
in the room. This will make them familiar with the alphabets and they will not find them alien.

5-Sing â€œABC songsâ€• when your kid is around. Also try to explain that the song starts with the
alphabets â€œAâ€• and â€œBâ€•. Initially, put stress on these two letters.

6-Buy letters that are made of plastic or thermocol with magnetic backs, and attach them to the
refrigerator. Remember you buy only those letters that you have talked about to your child.

7-Often give exercises to your kid to cut papers in the shape of letters. This will also help them to
enhance their level of creativity.

8-Buy some alphabet exercise books which children can fill up with colors. Ask your kid to fill them
up with colors. This also helps them to involve them with something in their leisure period.

9-Try to add as much thing related to the shapes of alphabets at your home, especially in your kidâ€™s
room. It is a human nature, that we tend to learn something deeply that we often see.

With a little much of effort you can help your kids to grab the alphabets much easily. Donâ€™t leave the
job entirely to your kids. Try to accompany them as much as you can because your kid needs your
company more than anybody elseâ€™s.
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